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Director’s Corner
On February 26, the Lone Star Region met at the Pizza
Shack in downtown Willis, Texas. A total of 38 Lone Star
Region members and a few guests enjoyed a great Italian
lunch. Unfortunately, the cold and steady rain kept the
Packards at home.
The Darrow’s conducted our monthly 50/50 drawing and
the lucky winner was Ed Fleming winning $67. This was
Ed’s first LSP meeting and he was glad he came.
Following lunch, we caravanned to the nearby home of
Gayle and Bob Bucher. Gayle gave us some history on how
the two of them were personally involved in the
construction of their beautiful log home and their personal
backgrounds. We were also treated to a tour of the house
and some great refreshments.
Following the tour, we conducted our monthly business
meeting. We welcomed new members Herman and Lynda
Dentler to their first meeting. They have several Packards
and are anxious to become regulars.
Continued on page 2
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Jamie Roberts
September 19, 1934 – January 7, 2022
It was saddening to hear that our friend and
LSP member Jamie Roberts passed away after
a long battle with Leukemia.
Jamie founded J. W. Roberts Co. and worked
tirelessly to develop this successful business
which manufactures industrial hose and
supplies.
He was a man with strong faith and a loving
husband, father and grandfather. He also was
a community leader in Ft. Bend County and
held many positions. One was mayor of
Fulshear and president of Lamar CISD School
Board for 9 years.
He loved his ’32 Packard Lite 8 Roaster that he
and his son Ron put together.
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We discussed the upcoming calendar and decided
we would meet in March. We will try to set
something up soon. Probably it will be on the 19th.
When we know where we will let you know.
At the invitation of Jay and Mary Matthews, we
will tour to Belville on Saturday, May 21. Perhaps
we can meet along the way and caravan. Though
Jay and Mary have a great collection to see, the
highlight will probably be the firing up of the
Stanley Steamer that Jay has been working on for
several years.
We cancelled the January meeting scheduled in
The Heights at Ed and Mary Flemings. He said he
would be willing to try again in October.
We also announced that Rich Trokey is not doing
well and was about to be transferred from the
hospital to an assisted living center. They really
need to sell their 1938 Packard business coupe. It
is a running, fully restored car. Jack Sartin and
Doug Carlson have been firing it up periodically.to
make sure it is still in running condition. Karen is
asking 20K but will entertain offers if
interested. Also, Jack and Doug would be happy
to answer any questions you might have about this
really nice car.

has given towards the restoration over the
years. That sum will be changed when they get our
newest donation.
Following our visit to the Bucher home, we
caravanned about 2 miles to the facility where most
of their collection is housed. This is a great collection
of Studebaker/Packard products plus many other
interesting cars. There was something for everyone
to enjoy!
We sincerely appreciate the Bucher's hospitality and
look forward to visiting again.

Happy Packarding, Tommy

NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to our newest members
Herman and Lynda Dentler. They live in
LaRue, TX and are the proud owners of 4
Packards.
1928
1954
1956
1956

8 Cylinder 526 Series 2 Door Coupe
8 Cylinder Cavalier 4 Door Sedan
8 Cylinder Caribbean 2 Door Hardtop
8 Cylinder Caribbean Convertible

They are looking forward to attending the
Texas Packard Meet in Salado and
participating in future LSP functions.

Don't forget to get your Texas Packard Meet
registration into Rena soon. See Salado
Registration form on page 3.
Also, we still have several members who have not
paid their $10 dues for 2022. Please get that to
Tony as soon as possible if you wish to remain
active and receive LSP news.
We voted to make a $200 donation to the Packard
Foundation for the restoration of the Packard
proving grounds in Shelby Township, Michigan. It
was also mentioned that members who wish to
add to that donation could send a check to Tony
Darrow with PPG in the memo and he will add it to
the amount sent to the PPG We were recently told
the Foundation will be adding a plaque to hang in
the lodge building, recognizing the $3800 our club

We send our condolences to Lily Myers and
family in the death of her sister from Covid
in January.
Also, sympathy to Judy Anderson and her
family in the unexpected death of her
brother-in-law.
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43rd TEXAS PACKARD MEET in SALADO, TEXAS
March 31 – April 3, 2022
Registration & Packard Entry Form
Name _____________________________________________Region Club (if any) _______________
Attending Spouse/S. O. __________________________ Attending Children _______________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________________________
City _________________________________________________ State _________________ ZIP _______________
Tel # _________________________________________

Cell # ______________________________________

Email ________________________________________________________________________________________
Additional Non-family Guests: ____________________________________________________________________
Packard Entry # 1: Year _______ Model ______________________________ Series: JR or SR

Class _______

Body Style: Convertible _____ Coupe _____ Sedan _____ Commercial? _____ Engine __________
Modified: Yes or No How? _________________________________________________________
Packard Entry # 2: Year _______ Model ______________________________ Series: JR or SR

Class _______

Body Style: Convertible _____ Coupe _____ Sedan _____ Commercial? _____ Engine __________
Modified: Yes or No How? _________________________________________________________

***Cars must be on the show field to be considered for an award.
Registration Fee for Individual/Family: Before Mar. 24 - $35; After Mar 24 - $45 = $______
Registration Fee for Additional Non-family Guest: $15 per person
Saturday Night Buffet:

= $_____________

Adults _____ @ $24. each = $_____________
Children 6-12 _____ @ $12. each = $_____________
Children 5 & under, Free

Total enclosed: write check payable to Texas Packard Meet $_____________
Mail registration form and check to:
Texas Packard Meet; Attn: Rena Sartin
24831 Millers Lane, Katy, TX 77493
281-371-3841; rsartin@consolidated.net
For more information contact Meet Chair: Tommy Baccaro, 832-905-3904, baccaro3@verizon.net
Or visit the Texas Packard Meet website for all the information you need to help you complete your
registration form.
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The Nautical Origin… of Automotive Terms

Copied from article in Antique Automobile
Publication by Steven Rossi
INTERESTING FACTS TO EXPAND YOUR KNOWLDEGE
Though often unrealized, the influence of maritime
history is all around us. The sea brought us a rich lore
of language because sailors traveled the world and
not only shared their vocabulary but absorbed
dialect from various ports of call. Before radio,
television, and the internet, seamen connected the
four corners of the earth, and their vernacular
ultimately drifted ashore after originating afloat.
Everything from “down the hatch” and “being under
the weather,” to “know the ropes” and” hard to
fathom,” evolved from naval colloquialism.
It is no surprise, then, that the automobile received
its fair share of nautical nomenclature off the high
seas, too. In some cases, such lineage is purely
coincidental…with words and terms being used
beyond just automobiles and boats…but there are
other instances where salty slang was directly pirated
from the seaway to the highway.

HMS Blazer. Coincidentally, the ship’s captain,

J.W. Washington required his crew of skilled
seamen to wear short, stylish, navy-blue coats
to convey an air of distinctive respectability.
Ultimately, seven HMS Blazers and the Chevy
may have all come and gone, but the sonamed sport jacket is still buttoned
up…along with the Chevrolet Trailblazer.
Before there was a car cabin, they were
cabins aboard ships.
With a leading edge that’s normally cast at an
angle (to compensate for the tapering effect
of the box), a chock is used on the front of a
boat to guide mooring and anchor lines and
avoid chafing the deck/hull. In the antique car
world, it’s a wedge-like device that’s placed
ahead/behind the tires to prevent the vehicle
from inadvertently rolling It comes from the
French word choque, meaning “block.”
Once upon a time, Packard built a Clipper.
The name came from the fine-lined squarerigged ship of the mid-to-late 19th century.

A-1 has often been used to describe the condition of
a used car (in addition to being a steak sauce}. The
rate was, in fact, derived from a system created in
1756 by Lloyd’s of London for maritime insurance
purposes. The letter pertained to the condition of a
ship’s hull, while the number addressed the rigging
and gear.
An armada is a fleet of ships. Nowadays, it’s also a
large Nissan SUV.
On board ship, a binnacle is a stand on which a
compass is mounted. It later became the housing for
an instrument cluster on a car’s dashboard.
Chevrolet named its popular sport utility Blazer to
convey an energetic go-anywhere/do anything
attitude. In 1797, the first HMS (Her Majesty’s Ship)
Blazer was named after a prize dog in the foxhound
pack of George Spencer (First Lord of the Admiralty,
1794 to 1801.) During 1834, there was a versatile
British paddle sloop of the same name … the third

Mr. Webster defines a cormorant as a
“voracious seabird,” and it literally means
“sea raven.” According to cliffsnotes.com,
“Many cultures consider cormorants a
symbol of nobility and indulgence.” Mariners
believed they brought good luck.
The cormorant went on to spread its wings
as a Packard hood ornament (the word
sounded a bit more dignified than pelican)
along with serving as the masthead for the
car club’s magazine.
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Throughout Europe, various cars had semaphore
turn signals that protruded from the body work
(often from the B pillar) and were used to indicate
the driver’s intention. In England, they were also
referred to as trafficators. Since Roman times,
semaphore was an alphabetic system of visual
signaling using two identical flags or paddles to
primarily communicate from ship to shore.
The word comes from the Greek sema, or “sign”
and phoros, which means “bearing.”
The term Jack was used to describe small
miscellaneous gear and rigging that was used to
save labor for various secondary purposes. With a
car, it has been used as a lift when changing wheels
and tires.
There are many more, but this gives you an idea of
how things have evolved from nautical terms.

PACKARDS FOR SALE
1947 Sedan for Seven - Tracy Hammack at
713-806-0753.
1938 Jr. Coupe - Karen and Rich Trokey asking
$20,000. Call 281-371-0498
1940 180 Formal Sedan - Dan Becker Call 281507-2617.
1950 Deluxe Super 8 sedan - Larry Myers.
Asking price $16,500. Phone (903) 769-3129;
email lmyers3701@yahoo.com
1953 Clipper & 1940 Jr. Coupe - Tom Drisdale
Call 832-892-8526.
Randy Bruns is selling his late father’s ’53
Cavalier. He has detailed info on the history of
this Packard. Contact him at
randallleebruns@gmail.com.
You can find pictures of these Packards on the
LSP website.

We all remember things we grew up with and are
now gone such as…
The train caboose, 5 & 10 cent stores
(Woolworths), Sears, J.C. Penney, Montgomery
Ward Catalogs, Drug Stores with Soda counters,
iPods & mp3 players, dial up internet, dot metric
printers, VHS Tapes. Things keep changing so
settle back and read what’s going next….

Things That Will Be
Obsolete Soon
Here’s a look at some of the things that are still
with us, yet are slowly but surely fading from
everyday use.
Phone Booths/pay phones
Please insert another 25 cents.” That’s a phrase you
don’t hear much these days, as public pay phones are
no longer the every-other-corner standard they once
were, especially for those once-costly long-distance
calls.
It’s clear why pay phones are fading into history like the
stagecoach: Most everyone has a phone in his or her
pocket these days, and it’s just not worth it to maintain
a public pay phone for those few who don’t, or for the
rare time when your phone charge is dwindling.
Land Line phones
Yes, landlines do have their benefits. Calls rarely drop
out as they do on mobile phones. And it’s comforting to
think that in case of an emergency when cellular
service is down — there’s a way to connect. But many
people now see the landline as an expense that can be
easily cut.
Alarm Clocks
Hey, guess what tiny device is challenging the alarmclock industry? You guessed it: It’s smartphones, again.
Smartphones — and smartwatches, too — have their
own alarm clocks and plenty of advantages over more
cumbersome physical clocks. You can set multiple
alarms, program each one with a different ringtone or
other alarm sounds, and you can take them with you
on a business trip or vacation. How come we didn’t
wake up to this concept earlier?
Continued on page 6
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Calculators

Let’s face it: Over the years, those carefully memorized multiplication tables start to slip out of your brain. So,
calculators, once fiercely banned by teachers, come in awfully handy.
But who needs a separate physical calculator when you can calculate any sum via the calculators found on the
internet or your smartphone? These days, you can even ask smart speakers, such as the Amazon Echo, to solve
a math problem for you. Alexa, sum it up!
Paper Maps

Thanks to internet guidance, Google Maps, built-in-car GPS devices, smartphones and smartwatches, paper
maps now seem like a nostalgic throwback. After all, a paper map can’t adjust itself for road detours or bad
weather, or suggest a faster or more direct route.
But there are reasons to keep a paper map in your glove compartment. On a meandering road trip, paper
maps can let you look closely at a large area at one time.
And if you happen to have vintage road maps lying around, don’t toss them. Already some road maps are
valuable especially those published by Oil Companies with graphic artwork. The ones you now have may also
be valuable in the years to come.
Parking Meters

Major American cities are still going to demand that drivers pay for parking. But the old-fashioned meters —
where you toss in a few coins and your allotted parking time publicly ticks down — are disappearing.
Parking payment is moving to smartphones, with many services now posting signs telling a driver what app to
download and what assigned number to punch in. It can be complicated for those who aren’t tech-savvy, but
it’s the future. And, hey, at least it frees you up from carrying around all those quarters.
Classroom Chalkboards
Want to make your kids think you’re really old — like rode a horse to school? Tell them about your school days spent
clapping erasers to get the chalk dust out of them. That’s a chore today’s students may never understand
Cursive Writing

Can cursive handwriting ever make a comeback? Only a very small percentage of us use it on a daily basis
anymore. Computer use has replaced much of the writing we used to do, and some schools make only a
cursory (sorry) attempt at teaching handwriting to the next generation.
While it’s sad to think that many young people may not be able to read older documents written in beautifully,
flowing script, it still seems as if the writing is on the wall for cursive.
Paper Receipts

From grocery stores to gardening centers, businesses are increasingly ditching the old paper receipt. It’s not
surprising anymore to be asked at checkout if you want a paper receipt or prefer an emailed one.

Continued on page 7
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And emailed ones can come in handy if you have to return an item. Just search your inbox for proof of
purchase. Wondering when exactly you bought that coat, or where? An email search will give you the
answers and the whole trend will save some trees.
GPS Devices
Global positioning technology is here to stay, at least until we all have direction-giving chips implanted in our
brains. But standalone global positioning systems are becoming less necessary. How many of you have a
Garmin sitting around somewhere?
If your car or truck isn’t new enough to come with built-in GPS guidance, you can punch the needed address
into your smartphone or smartwatch and let it guide your way. It’s just one more way those compact little
phones are replacing older, one-use devices.
Airline Tickets
If you’ve traveled by air lately, you know that paper tickets are on the way out. Even paper boarding passes
are taking flight: You can now have those passes sent to your smartphone, and need only show it to the gate
agent when boarding for a quick scan.
With so many airline amenities getting worse — smaller seats, terrible or no food, etc. — at least this is an
efficient change in the air.
Paper Bills
Opening your mailbox only to pluck out a pile of paper bills can be discouraging indeed. But these days, it’s
possible to eschew almost all paper bills, whether utility, credit-card or even doctor’s bills.
Most places that charge you money for something are happy to do it electronically. You’ll receive an email or
text nudge when your bill is due, and you can often pay it automatically right from your bank’s website. That
doesn’t make the charges go down any easier, but at least you don’t have to hunt for a stamp.
Theatre Tickets

Sure, you can still purchase paper tickets at your local movie theater. But increasingly, digital tickets are
becoming an option. Purchase your tickets online and have them sent to your smartphone. Then, skip the line
at the box office and simply show the usher your virtual ticket to be scanned. Less time waiting in line means
more time checking out the candy choices at the concession stand!
Manual Transmission Cars
Cars utilizing stick shifts, also called manual transmissions, are disappearing around the bend. Fewer
manufacturers make manual transmissions now. USA Today reported that only 3.5% of U.S. car sales in 2018
were manuals, compared with 6.8% in 2012. For those who love the stick shift, this transition will really grind
your gears.
This is a small example of changing times. There are more, but I ran out of room. Let’s face it folks --- you
gotta get on board with technology. But wait – don’t throw some of these items away just yet. One day
these will become vintage/antique or retro whatever you want to call it and be valuable.
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The Baccaro family is proud to announce that
our junior member, Zoe Baccaro, has a beautiful
painting entered into the Houston Livestock and
Rodeo auction for 2022. Zoe's painting was one
of two gold medal winners in the Clear Creek ISD
competition for judging.
Zoe, a senior at Clear Springs High School, has a
great interest in art and leadership, serving as
the president of her high school National Art
Honor Society this year. Winning a gold medal,
her painting qualified to be judged in the Rodeo
Art section. It was judged and made the cut to
go to auction. The auction will be March
13. This has been an exciting process for us all.
Zoe's plan is to study for an art-related career at
U of H.

2022 Lone Star Packards Calendar of Meetings and Events
January
February 26
March 19
March 31-April 3
April
April 30-May 1
May 21
June
July 4 - 9
August
September
October
November
December

Cancelled due to Covid considerations
Lunch @ Pizza Shack-tour of Bob & Gayle Bucher’s home and car
collection in Willis, TX.
Place and time TBA
Texas Packard Meet – Salado, TX
TBA
Keels & Wheels Seabrook, TX
Jay & Mary Matthews in Belleville
TBA
PAC 55th National Meet in Old Town Alexandria, VA
TBA
TBA
Ed & Mary Fleming in The Heights date to be announced
TBA
Christmas Party

If you have an idea for a meeting during 2022, contact our Activities Director, Chris Baccaro.
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JANUARY BIRTHDAYS

6

Nick Watson

9
19
20
22
29
31

Nancy Eudy
Juanita Jordan
Karen Trokey
Diana Osborne
Jerry Ehrman
Lonnie Gipson

FEBRUARY BIRTHDAYS

2 Lily Myers
8 Kristyn Pate

fl

Director:

Tommy Baccaro
832-905-3904

Assistant Director:

John Lortz
832-746-8078

Treasurer:

Tony & Shirley Darrow
832-286-1276

Secretary/Benevolence:

Patricia Orr
281-342-3855

Membership/Publications:

Ben & Janice Carter
281-341-6595

Activities:

Chris Baccaro
281-796-9131

Historians:

Carol Baccaro
Anthony Baccaro

Webmaster:

Doug Carlson
281-391-6203

Technical Pre-war:

Leon Ahlers
281-324-9393

Technical Post-war:

John Lortz

9 Tom Drisdale
11 Gayle Bucher
12 Jay Matthews
12 Stephen Wanderman
16 Caroline Calistrat
18 Jennifer Bates
18 Mike Grimes
18 Ron Jordan

Lone Star Packards was charted by Packard Automobile
Classics (PAC) in 1964. Our charter requires that Lone Star
Packard members also be members of the Packard
Automobile Classics. For information please contact our
treasurer.
The Owner’s Manual/Newsletter is published monthly.
Editorial office located at 1103 Pioneer Dr. Richmond, TX
77406 – 281-341-6595 - .ben.carter47@yahoo.com.

23 Sherry Hairrell
24 Lyn Morris
27 Kenny Hague

It’s more than a car…it’s a

27 Lenny Holzband
28 Ginny LaGroue

~

@

ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE
AND NOW ASK THE WOMAN WHO OWNS ONE
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For those that missed it – this is the door entering Bob’s workshop.
Vinyl wall paper! Looked real! Note man pumping gas smoking!

STUDEBAKER
REPA
PRICE
LIST
PING-PING-PING $ 35.0
PLUNK-PING-PLUNK$ 55.0
$125.0
CLUNK-PING-CLUNK
THUD-KLUNK·
THUD $200.0
$325.0
CLANG-THUD-KLANK
1--- m11W11UJa&•sua •s.a

--1
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$45
$55
$65
$75

per hour
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per hour if you •

if youlooker/
at it.
if you tova/,etl
it.

if youw,W,/

ollel81.Nlae
on how to fix:~

Packard owned by Folger’s Coffee Company

